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Abstract— Advanced Metering Infrastructure is a very critical part of Smart Grid that offers bidirectional information flow of vital power 
related information such as smart metering data and control messages across the entities to provide intelligent real time monitoring of the 
grid. However, AMI network is susceptible to many cyber vulnerabilities and attacks which could result in unreliable system performance 
causing false energy estimations or even completely destabilize the grid from its optimal running state. Consequently, proper attention is 
required towards its cyber security concerns. This paper attempts to provide an overview of AMI communication architecture and focuses 
on its cyber security requirements and constraints. We also discuss and review the current solutions and possible attack countermeasures.  

Index Terms— Advanced Metering Infrastructure, Cyber security, Security requirements, Security challenges, Smart Grid, Smart meter, 
Wireless network 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
HE Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is the most 
significant component for wired/wireless communication 
in Smart Grid. It facilitates the intelligent integration and 

communication to upgrade the existing electric power grid 
into smart grid [1].  
    The Smart Grid serves as a dynamic network for bidirec-
tional energy flows by integrating green energy resources such 
as wind, tidal and solar energy to supplement centralized 
higher capacity power generators and incorporates real time 
communication architecture to control the comprehensive 
power management system in an automated and intelligent 
fashion [1], [2]. As illustrated by framework of smart grid in 
Fig. 1, the system comprises of seven fundamental tasks of 
bulk generation, transmission, distribution, operation, market, 
customer and service provider [1]. 

Figure 1. Sytem Overview of Smart Grid 

The AMI aids to automate the production and distribution of 

electricity and also limits the power usage in order to enhance 
the efficiency, reliability and sustainability of the power grid. 
It comprises of advanced meters (i.e., smart meters) that per-
forms various tasks further than recording power usage. The 
smart meters collect and analyze the information of energy 
consumption and demand data from home appliances, com-
municate and control for optimization of energy management, 
power quality etc. [1], [3].   

AMI establishing a real time two-way communication link 
between power utility and appliances consuming electricity 
through a network of smart meters involves a high risk of ex-
ploiting this communication architecture for cyber attacks. It 
has been reported that one of the biggest challenges facing the 
smart grid development is related to the cyber security of sys-
tems [4]. The key demand for the successful deployments of 
smart grid is the defense against the cyber vulnerabilities and 
attacks. This paper provides an insight to the security re-
quirements and challenges associated with the AMI in smart 
grid and the possible counter measures to address them.  

The content of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
provides a background of Advanced Metering Infrastructure. 
Section 3 explains the AMI communication architecture. Sec-
tion 4 describes the cyber security concerns of AMI, highlight-
ing the security requirements, constraints and potential coun-
termeasures to deal with security threats. In Section 5, the lit-
erature review on the subject is presented and the conclusion 
is provided in Section 6. 

2 BACKGROUND 
Advanced Metering Infrastructure is a conglomeration of sys-
tems and networks that records, stores and communicates the 
energy usage data and provides a suitable link between the 
end users and electric power utility. 
The Advanced Metering Infrastructure is an upgrade of Ad-
vanced Meter Reading (AMR) system.  In the beginning, AMR 
systems were introduced in Smart Grid to provide accurate 
meter reading data and to reduce the overall costs. The AMR 
systems are mostly confined to data collection process with 
one-way transmission functions and do not support two-way 
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data interactions [5].  
Fig. 2 shows the architecture of traditional AMR system con-
necting Remote Management centre, concentrator, collection 
terminals, power meters and other instruments in a tree net-
work topology through three layers of communication net-
work [5]. 

Fig. 2. Network Architecture of traditional AMR system 
 
Advanced Metering Infrastructure uses AMR systems to 

collect the metering data from end users and provides addi-
tional functionality to implement demand response system by 
facilitating bidirectional communication capability. The in-
crease in understanding of the advantages of integrating two-
way information flow between the utility data centre, con-
sumers and their residential loads has directed the evolution 
of AMI [6]. 
     The AMI aids two fold benefits to the system operators and 
end users together. The Fig. 3 gives an insight of the ad-
vantages provided by the AMI to the customer and the utili-
ties [8], [9].   

Fig. 3. Network Architecture of traditional AMR system 

3 SMART GRID AMI COMMUNICATION 
ARCHITECTURE 

Fig. 4 shows a commonly used AMI communication architec-
ture in smart grid, which is generalized from the literature 
[10], [11], [12], [13]. 
      In Smart Grid, the electric power is delivered to consumers 
through two components viz., the transmission substations 

(TS) and a number of distribution substations (DS). The AMI 
communication architecture is introduced in the lower distri-
bution network, (i.e. from the distribution substation placed in 
different regions) connecting the entities of Smart Grid togeth-
er through different network technologies. 

Fig. 4. Smart Grid AMI Communication System Architecture 

The Advanced Metering Infrastructure comprises following 
components [12]: 
• Smart Meter: The smart meter collects and sends the me-

ter reading data periodically to the control centre and 
thus monitors and optimize the power consumption. A 
smart meter itself consists of three main components viz., 
a meter to record the energy generated or consumed, a 
computer to process and log the data, and a modem to 
connect to the network. 

• Gateway/Access Points:  It acts as an interface between 
the smart meter and the control centre. It forwards the 
control commands and meter reading data disseminated 
by the control centre and smart meters respectively. 

• Control Centre:  It receives the real time metering infor-
mation from the network, performs the data storage and 
processing to generate the control commands to monitor 
and regulate the smart power generation, transmission 
and distribution throughout the grid. 

• Communication Architecture: It facilitates the bidirec 
communication path among the entities of AMI for dis-
seminating the metering and management messages. 

Due to its importance, AMI is gaining more and more at-
tention towards the communication mechanisms to be de-
ployed. The communication infrastructure of AMI is an amal-
gamation of different network technologies including both 
wireline as well as wireless mechanisms. Wired technologies 
for the AMI network include Ethernet, Power Line Communi-
cations (PLC) or Data over Cable Service Interface Specifica-
tion (DOCSIS) as preferred choices. Whereas, Worldwide In-
teroperability or Microwave Access (WiMAX), Bluetooth, 
802.11s  and cellular standards, such as 3G, 4G, and LTE are 
the promising wireless technologies. 

We have considered each base station to be deployed for a 
specific service area, communicating with the smart meters in 
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its realm. As shown in the Fig. 4 the AMI communication net-
work is divided into a number of hierarchical networks classi-
fied according to the geographical domains and features: 

  
• Wide Area Network (WAN): It provides the connectivity 

among WAN base station, its local management office, 
Central SCADA system and Access Point/feeder acting 
as a NAN Gateway. The WAN uses mostly wired com-
munication such as fiber optical technologies or wireless 
broadband such as WiMax technologies as a backbone 
network to provide long range, high speed data and bulk 
delivery across domains [13]. 

• Neighborhood Area Network (NAN): NAN facilitates 
communication between Access Point/feeder and smart 
meters which play the role of HAN gateway. This net-
work covers a few hundreds of nodes in its premises. 
This network is implemented using wireless communica-
tion technologies such as cellular systems, multihop 
wireless networks due to its advantages of low cost, re-
duced complexity and providing access extension with-
out requiring cables to accommodate data pipeline. 

• Home Area Network (HAN): The network connects all 
the intelligent home appliances with the smart meter to 
monitor and optimize their power consumption. In Fig. 4, 
a HAN network is simply represented by a smart meter 
node associated with each terminal consumer. The HAN 
requires short range, typically low bandwidth network. 
The most prominent network technologies include Blue-
tooth, IEEE 802.11(WiFi), ultra wideband (UWB), 802.15.4 
ZigBee and 6LoWPAN [8].  

 The smart meters located at the customer’s premises send 
the meter reading data to the Local management office associ-
ated with each DS via Access Points or Feeders serving as a 
gateway or forwarding station. The Access points/feeders also 
work the other way round i.e., it communicates the control 
commands or management messages from the base station to 
the smart meters to optimize the power consumption of all 
intelligent home appliances. The local management office 
serves as a computer centre to its associated DS. The meter 
readings of each consumer is collected at the local manage-
ment office and aggregated to further transmit them to the 
Central SCADA system for data processing, storage and de-
mand analysis to optimize the power generation and distribu-
tion. 

4 CYBER SECURITY OF AMI 
The cyber vulnerabilities associated with the AMI places a 
direct consequence on reliable and efficient operation of smart 
grid. There is a diverse range of motivations to target an attack 
on the electric grid with intensions varying from economic 
gains (for e.g., minimizing electricity bills), to pranks (for e.g., 
reset meters) to disruption of the grid by criminals or even 
terrorists [14].  
      According to the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
report [4], “Cyber security is a critical issue due to the increas-
ing potential of cyber attacks and incidents against this critical 
sector as it becomes more and more interconnected. Cyber 

security must address not only deliberate attacks, such as from 
disgruntled employees, industrial espionage, and terrorists, 
but inadvertent compromises of the information infrastructure 
due to user errors, equipment failures, and natural disasters. 
Vulnerabilities might allow an attacker to penetrate a network, 
gain access to control software, and alter load conditions to 
destabilize the grid in unpredictable ways.”  

 
4.1 AMI Security Requirements 
The following description addresses some of the important 
security requirements of AMI communication network. 

 
4.1.1 Confidentiality 
Confidentiality refers to the ability of preventing access to sen-
sitive data (e.g., smart meter data) from unauthorized users. It 
is related to maintaining privacy or keeping data secret from 
being disclosed to illegitimate parties [17]. 
       In the context of data security of AMI, the privacy of smart 
meter data is more important than that of the pricing infor-
mation as it contains the consumption and other energy relat-
ed information of individual appliances in consumer premises 
and can expose the consumer habits and behavior [14]. Also, 
the AMI network must ensure the confidentiality of messages 
being transmitted to the smart meters or the utility control 
centre through the network from being disclosed to unauthor-
ized or malicious parties. 

 
4.1.2 Integrity 
Integrity is the ability of smart grid components to ensure that 
the information is not modified in transit by any unauthorized 
person or system. It relates to maintaining the accuracy and 
consistency of messages being transmitted. 
      Ensuring integrity means guarding the information from 
‘undetected’ modifications whether in transit or by accidental 
errors or deliberate modifications by disgruntled employees at 
AMI headend or control centre. The data in AMI network can 
be attacked for integrity by false data injection attack [27], 
message replay or message delay [18]. 
      Further, with respect to the messages in AMI, the integrity 
of price information is more significant than metering data as 
for example, if an attacker modifies the informed price to be 
negative; it may result in a sudden increase in power demand 
which may destabilize the whole electric power grid. 

 
4.1.3 Availability 
The availability of the system components and the information 
being shared is critical for the smooth functionality of smart 
grid. It refers to the ability of authorized participants to obtain 
access to certain resources (e.g., electricity service) whenever 
required [17]. 
      Since the AMI data is the most crucial part of smart grid 
[19] for the efficiency, sustainability and reliability of the sys-
tem, thus places a high demand on its availability. In the con-
text of system components, the unavailability of gateways in-
volves serious impact on the stability of the smart grid. For 
instance, if the access to key gateways is lost, then the custom-
ers would be unable to get the pricing signals or the control 
commands that may even destabilize power grid operations. 
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4.1.4 Authentication 
The authentication is the ability to ensure the participating 
entities in the communication are whom they claim to be. It 
involves the verification of validity or identity of data and the 
system entities (for e.g., service subscriber) [14]. Data authen-
tication is essential to prevent the illegitimate nodes to gain 
access to the AMI communication network. Also, to perform 
the managerial responsibilities such as network reprogram-
ming, it is mandatory to verify the authenticity of the respec-
tive entity.  

 
4.1.5 Authorization 
Authorization is the process of specifying the right to certain 
actions (for e.g., subscribing to a particular service or accessing 
the meter readings) [17]. It is concerned with the access control 
e.g., right to generate control command for power plant con-
trol system.  After the entity has successfully been identified 
and authenticated, the next step is to verify its information or 
resource access and privilege to execute actions. Broadly 
speaking, it discriminates a legitimate user from an illegiti-
mate one [18]. 

 
4.1.6 Non- repudiation 
Non-repudiation refers to the ability to prevent a user who 
carried out a particular action (such as transmission of a mes-
sage or subscribing to a value added service) from denying 
what he/she has done [16].  Thus, it provides an undeniable 
proof of the integrity and origin of data. 
      In the context of AMI, non-repudiation is an important 
requirement for every aspect including metering data ac-
countability, pricing data and management messages at gate-
ways and utility control centre [14]. The AMI network should 
also account for any repudiation of information delivered 
through it.   

 
4.2 AMI Security Constraints 
To develop a security solution for Advanced Metering Infra-
structure, a number of security constraints must be taken into 
account. The constraints influencing the design of a security 
framework for AMI are discussed below:  
• The gateways and smart meters are susceptible to threats 

owing to their physical locations as well as software and 
network attacks. Further, the control centre, though 
placed in a protected environment, is prone to compro-
mises by discontented employees who have scrupulous 
acquaintances to cause undetected harms to the system. 

• As AMI comprises a variety of network modules, each 
having its unique features, communication mechanisms 
and limitations. Therefore, the security technology em-
phasizes a layered cyber security architecture providing a 
complete range of solutions that complies with differing 
needs of respective network domains. 

• The entities in smart grid AMI system are a blend of de-
vices from numerous commercial and network providers. 
It requires a lot of efforts to model a standardized securi-
ty framework that accompanies with agreements across 
different vendors and legacy systems [16].  

• The devices and networks in AMI communication system 

have their own capabilities in terms of storage, pro-
cessing, bandwidth and throughput. The security solu-
tions for the AMI communication system must ensure 
lower cryptographic overheads and should reduce the 
computation cost. Thus, the verification methodologies 
should be light weight and their computation must be af-
fordable to the traffic density.  

 
4.3. Countermeasures 
In this section, we identify the potential countermeasures to 
deal with the security threats and attacks. 
 
4.3.1 Key Management 
Key management is a basic mechanism for providing data 
communication security. To ensure the privacy and authentici-
ty, the secret keys or authentic public keys can be established 
prior to the communication process [14]. 
      The key management system for AMI should address the 
scalability issue of large scale communication network across 
domains of smart grid. It should also ensure flexibility to sup-
port hybrid transmission modes including unicast, multicast 
and broadcast with proper key management operations such 
as key generation, key refresh, key recovery etc. and also con-
sidering the capability of smart grid devices [14], [20]. Nian, 
Lin and Yanling [20] propose a key management framework 
to deal with these challenges. The NIST documents report [21] 
specifies the issues with key management system and pro-
vides the guidelines for its design considerations.  

4.3.2 Secure Routing Protocols 
The diverse interconnected AMI communication network with 
numerous entities places new challenges to the network layer 
of communication protocol stack for its routing aspect [19].  
      The attacks on routing protocols may disrupt the complete 
logical connectivity among the smart grid entities. The securi-
ty protocols must be designed considering the requirements of 
different modules of AMI communication network such as 
HAN, NAN and WAN serving numerous applications of 
smart grid. Thus a secured framework for routing protocols 
presents a promising solution for the security of the AMI 
communication system. 

4.3.3 Secure Data Aggregation 
The data aggregation presents one possible solution to address 
the constraints of low processing and storage capability of 
AMI system components and low bandwidth capacity of AMI 
wireless networks module. It takes the advantage of small 
sized packets traversing from smart meter nodes to the control 
centre via tree network topology. 
      Aggregation can be performed using a number of potential 
techniques such as concatenating several packets under a 
common header or applying an aggregation function like sum, 
average etc. [19]. Hence it reduces the transmission overheads 
by eliminating the identical header information. While carry-
ing out secure data aggregation, the protection for confidenti-
ality of aggregated packets must be taken into account as they 
contain a large volume of sensitive information [18].  Bartoli et 
al. proposed a lossless aggregation protocol [22] for AMI 
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communication system while maintaining both per hop as 
well as end to end security.  

4.3.4 Secure Network Architecture 
For the successful evolution of smart grid, secure and reliable 
communication architecture plays the most crucial role. More-
over, the AMI network involves the transmission of real-time 
power related information for the management of complex 
power system which requires on-time and accurate message 
delivery. 
      A secure network architecture design must emphasize on 
providing reliable end-to-end communication, strong network 
topology, secure forwarding, and Denial of Service (DoS) and 
jamming defense to alleviate attacks and attain high availabil-
ity [14].Wenye and Zhuo in [17] provides a review on two 
proposed secure network architectures that includes Trust 
Computing based architecture [24], [25] and Role based net-
work architecture. 
      Thus, it has been observed that any single security scheme 
cannot address the entire security issues of AMI and also be-
ing cost-effective at same time. Table 1 lists some basic securi-
ty properties for smart grid AMI network and other general 
cryptographic mechanism followed to prevent the attacks on 
them [17].  

TABLE 1: CYBER SECURITY PROPERTIES AND APPROACHES IN AMI 

Security Property 
 

Commonly used to cryptographic mechanism to prevent 
the attack 

Confidentiality Encryption and Decryption 

Integrity Hash Function 

Authentication 
 Passwords or involving a  certification agent(CA) 

Authorization Either identity-based(access control list ) or token –
based(capability based authorization) 

Non-Repudiation Digital signature 

5 REATED WORK 
The NIST SGIP, in particular NIST IR 7628 and the AMI Secu-
rity Task Force of the UCA International Users Group (UCAI-
ug), are providing “best practice” guidelines for securing fu-
ture AMI systems [26]. Some of the possible solutions for the 
security of AMI communication architecture proposed by dif-
ferent authors are as follows:  
• In [11], Robin Berthier et al. use detection as a complete 

approach to develop a comprehensive monitoring solu-
tion through a detailed study of different threats target-
ing an Advanced Metering Infrastructure. They empha-
size on the fact that continuous monitoring is required to 
maintain the security of the system. Their study aims at 
understanding the issues relating to threat models of 
AMI, components to be monitored constraints and moni-
toring architecture to be deployed. The authors consider 
specification-based approach as the most promising de-

tection technology among others. They propose hybrid 
architecture for integrating an Intrusion Detection Sys-
tem in AMI architecture that comprises of isolated sensor 
nodes to monitor and report malicious incidents, and ac-
cess points are required to host additional data pro-
cessing capability to store core specification based detec-
tion technology and to aggregate decentralized alerts. 

• In [22], Hernandez-Serrano Juan et al. proposed a securi-
ty-communication trade-off for Smart Grid AMI by pro-
posing a secure lossless aggregation protocol facilitating 
per-hop as well as end-to-end security and which is also 
energy efficient. In their work, the end-to-end security is 
achieved by attaching a packet with a header containing 
security control information and data being encrypted 
with secret key shared with the gateway.  To provide per 
hop security, the use of timestamps & MIC is done at 
PHY/MAC layer. The evidences provided in the work, 
suggest the use of this possible solution when the noise 
in the network is not high. 

• Another work by Ye Yan, Yi Qian and Hamid Sharif [23] 
proposed a secure and reliable innetwork collaborative 
scheme for smart grid AMI communications in which the 
authors aim to provide trust services, data privacy and 
integrity by the use of authentication and encryption 
keys established prior to data communication between 
the nodes in AMI communication system. Their method 
prevents potential cyber attacks and unauthorized net-
work access by employing remote authentication key 
shared with remote authentication server placed at local 
management office and a mutual authentication key 
shared with neighboring smart meter in secure AMI 
communication network for data encryption to ensure 
data privacy of smart meter reading and management 
messages. 
However to avoid the wireless interferences with the in-
creases in number of hops, the method in [23] requires 
the participating nodes’ transmission to be scheduled in a 
pre-defined order which is determined when a smart me-
ter node joins the communication network. Thus the 
nodes are highly interdependent on each other for ensur-
ing proper data privacy and to lower the end to end de-
lay. 

 
6 CONCLUSION 
The Advanced Metering Infrastructure is the heart of smart 
grid which facilitates the communication path all the way 
from the appliances consuming electric power at the end user 
premises to the electric utility control centre through its differ-
ent network domains viz., HAN, NAN and WAN. The opera-
tional efficiency and reliability of Smart Grid relies on the se-
curity and reliability of AMI system. 
      The architecture of Advanced Metering Infrastructure re-
quires an integral security framework for smooth and reliable 
functioning of smart grid and to mitigate the cyber vulnerabil-
ities. Such security technology demands a comprehensive so-
lution considering the security aspect of every entity such as 
device, data and network architecture involved in the infra-
structure. In this paper, we described the background and 
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communication architecture of AMI and discussed the con-
cerned security requirements. After summarizing the security 
constraints of AMI, we have also identified the possible coun-
termeasures and reviewed the related work in this field. 
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